
Sailing the Sound
Jack the Skipper  Gets Underway

September 25, 2004 -  Olympia.  

We board Acquitted with owner Jim Lengenfelder and yacht broker Kurt for a test drive.  It’s stiff, 

doesn’t move as we step on.    Boat steams out of  port under diesel at 6 knots.   We put out a spectacu-

lar mylar racing genoa, one of  six foresails on board.  Light wind but it moves and leaves a wake.   

Very nice.   We thank them and go off  to the Olympia Farmer’s Market for some lunch.  Hot sun, 

good food, local jazz:   we decide to make an offer on the boat.

October  1, 2004  - Olympia

Our offer’s been accepted so we get it surveyed.   Chuck and Carol, the surveyors, 

go through the boat system by system.   There are a few things that need fixing.  A 

couple of  through hulls don’t open and close properly.  And the European-style 

gas hot water heater needs venting so no one is asphyxiated in the shower but 

we’ll just take it out.  Next is thehaul out.  
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It takes a couple of  tries to get the big belts in just the right place to balance the boat correctly and 

when we succeed, the folks at the boat year suggest I take pictures of  where the belts lie.   So I do.  

That way we’ll get it right the first time on subsequent haul outs.   

Once in place the enormous lift   -   it must be big enough for a 60 

foot boat  -  rolls onto the main part of  the boat yard.   Chuck starts 

tapping all over the bottom of  the hull to see if  there are any dan-

gerous “blisters”.    All he finds is tiny ones, about a quarter of  an 

inch in diameter at most    This is good as blisters can fester and 

make the hull vulnerable.  The hull passes the test.

One more thing to be done is replacement of the “sacrificial 

zincs”.     These lie around the brass propeller, the fancy kind 

that folds up when you’re under sail  to decrease drag.     The 

zincs protect the propeller in a totally weird way.    Chemical 

reactions between the salt water and various metals on the boat 

cause the metals to get eaten up.   But the gremlins will attack lesser metals on the periodic table 

and leave the high class alloys like brass alone.     So zincs are important.   And you hope your 

neighbors in the marina have intact zincs, because if they don’t yours get eaten away all the 

quicker. 

One of the fellows at the boatworks unscrewed the half-eaten 

zincs with the new ones that Jim had provided.   Iťs an operation 

which which supposedly so simple that it can  be done underwater 

it seems.    Again, I took pictures of how iťs done.  Given the year 

round frigid 

waters of 

the Sound, 

we’d proba-

bly hire 

somebody 

with a wet 

suit to do it 

for us.  
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Next got ourselves a slip.    There are two fingers of Budd Inlet that extend right up to the streets 

of downtown Olympia.   The eastern finger is Percival Landing, with its splendid boardwalk with 

public art and no parking.    The western finger is the Port of Olympia’s Swantown Marina, a 

newer facility with slips for about 500 boats.    Our slip is J-51, just 300 years from our beloved 

Farmer’s Market and less than a mile from the dome of Washington’s state capitol, which is nearly 

a replica of the Capitol in Washington DC.

 October  7-9, 2004  - Boston Harbor

Back in Portland we spent the week dreaming our little pied à mer.....and shopping for it.    We 

started at Goodwill, picking up flatware, white plastic dinner plates, a tiny folding deck chair,  a 

king sized sheet for the V-berth, and a pillow for Jack.  At West Marine, Jack was seduced by a 

beautiful hanging brass gas lamp and we decided to bring an antique table model from home for 

good measure.
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          October  22-24, 2004  - Jarre# Cov$

Just as Tunisians think it fine to swim in 

June but would not dream of doing so in 

May, no matter how early the good 

weather comes, Puget Sound boaters seem 

bound by similar rules.   By October they 

have all but abandoned their boats.  There 

were a couple of boats motoring up to 

Boston Harbor for fuel or fish but by the 

time we were in Dana Passage we were 

alone.  Except for a pair of porpoises who 

arched  through the water alongside  us.

 We’d been to Jarrell Cove on an Island 

Sailing Club boat in the spring and were 

enchanted with this beautiful hidden cove on Harstine Island.  The cove lies south of the passage 

you enter from Case Inlet  after you round Harstine point.  

There is a small private marina with a small store, a fuel dock, and electrical hookups on one side 

of the cove.  On the opposite shore is a Washington State Park dock and in the middle are state 

mooring buoys.    We arrived in the afternoon on those calm waters that come alive with wild life. 

      

November 12-14,  Mayo Cov$

Full sun and a wonderful breeze took us into the 

water beyond Dana Passage where noticed a 

dense flurry of sea gulls ahead of us.   Soon we 

noticed the pointed fins of a group of orcas 

right in our path.    We stayed on course and as 

out boat passed over the area of the kill, the 

orcas disappeared under water, leaving our boat 

in the midst of squawking gulls and the horrible 

odor of blood and flesh.    The orcas must have 

been feasting on seals, or perhaps porpoises. 

Later we read  that iťs ill advised to  sail 

through a pod of whales as they have been 

known to get spooked and flop on a boat.  Al-

though carnivorous, and also known as “killer 

whales,” there are no reports of them attacking 

humans.  

Smooth enjoyable sail but confusion at the end 

of trip.   We encountered a tug and barge with 

buildings on it doing weird things.   We tried to figure out the behavior not thinking to turn on 
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the  VHF radio to Channel 16.    Finally they sent a launch to tell us - politely - that barge was 

going into a purposeful drift.    All very strange.

Then approaching our destination we had a three way slug fest:  Jack, me, and Migael Sherer.  

The directions in her Cruising Guide to Puget Sound are rife with warnings about rock spits out into 

the sound and an extremely shallow watered harbor that did not serve keel boats..  All the ele-

ments we there but her writing confused us enormously.  Finally I took our little bird watching 

glasses and scanned all points to locate the tiny, environmentally correct, inconspicuous Washing-

ton State mooring buoys. After a couple of passes I caught one with the new boat hook and we 

tied up to enjoy a lovely pink and blue deep wooded moonrise.



                                                              November 20-21  Filuchy Bay

Delightfully easy sail took us to a drop-dead lovely cove with mooring facilities courtesy the 

Longbranch Improvement Club.   No town, though there must have been in the past.  No toilets 

or pumpout but a dock with an open air community center, a put and take library, and a bulletin 

board with historical notes.   Some funky boats, especially a diverse threesome rafted together:  

an old wooden sloop,  a power boat and a catmaran topped with a house with white clapboards 

with blue trip and a picket fence.    We arrived in time for a nice mid afternoon lunch on deck.  

The next day we took off well before the rosy fingered dawn.  It was a Monday morning and we 

passed the purposeful traffic of folks beginning of the week.  Made our way back to Olympia, 

where we cleaned up the boat.    I took a shower in the wonderful onshore facilities and traded 

dirty sailing clothes for clean airplane clothes.    Then we got back onto I-5 and beat rush hour at 

least one way so I could get to Sea-Tac for my London-Islamabad flights.  Headed off well rested 

to begin with and managed to rack up two good nights of sleep back-to-back.  
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                                             December 30, 2005 - January 1, 2005 - Filuchy Bay

After a week of Christmas and full sun in LA, we were ready for the boat.     We drove to Olym-

pia, a task which has become both effortless and enjoyable.        We changed drivers at the Toutle 

River Rest Stop,  which sits on a hilltop in the middle of forests, hard-scrabble farms and tiny 

village centers.  The Toutle River flows near the base of Mt. Saint Helens.  At all the rest stops 

along the I-5, there is free coffee and cookies.  No cafeteria or vending machines but rather real 

people behind a small counter with a couple of urns for coffee and water for tea and hot choco-

late and and cookies, often home made.    These stations are manned 24 hours a day by commu-

nity groups, fraternal organizations, churches, non-profit sports clubs and the like.   This time it 

was a mounted drill team from some place out in the middle of no where.  So over my coffee I 

admired their snapshots and learned all about mounted drill teams.  As I’d suspected, the dream 

of every team is to come to Portland for the Rose Festival and wow the crowds with their in-

credible style.   Jack says that horses play a role in civilization similar to that of sailing vessels.   

Someday we may spend a summer going to rodeos, races, and polo matches.  

A good nights sleep followed our usual Friday evening feast on board, but we were suited up and 

on our way as dawn broke.   Crisp morning but all in all a mild winter.  We arrived at Filuchy Bay 

a little after noon, which was good, because we were soon joined by a group of regulars in power 

yachts. We helped them dock as they came in and then positioned our boat for a pre-dawn depar-

ture on the way back to Olympia.  

Back in port we attended to chores.    My new pair of jogging shoes had dark soles which had left 

marks on the desk.   So I put some environmentally friendly soap in some warm water and spent 

an hour on my hands and knees with a brush.   Very rewarding cleaning job.    Then we drove to 

the Safeway a couple of blocks away and stocked up on bottled water and juices, Washington 

State wines, and some basic canned goods.
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January 6-7, 2005  Olympia

A late holiday celebration brought Selena and  Jo to Portland for a few days at the same time.  We 

packed all the goodies and gear in the car and headed for the boat.  On the way we stopped at the 

airport to pick up John, whom we’d never met, and subjected him an intensive dose of family.   

After a Mexican lunch in the little Columbia river port of Kalama, we arrived in Olympia. The 

kids walked around checking out the local watering holes before coming back for dinner. 

The next morning we had good wind so sailed up Budd Inlet and into Peale Passage.   Since it was 

 almost balmy, I lay up on the fore deck as the crewed tacked down the narrow passage, manoeu-

vering around South Sound Sailing Society racers.    Lunch on board at Boston Harbor. 
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                                                                                         January 22-23,  Olympia   

While we were working on our certificates for the American Sailing Society, Jack kept a careful 

log of hours.  You need hours to advance and also they are good bench marks to share if arrive in 

an unfamiliar port by land and need to document experience.   

Then again there are times when you don’t cruise at all.  This weekend was marked by full sun in 

the city and the marina but dense fog over Budd Inlet.    The fog horn on the shoal marker was 

blowing; we figured it was set off automatically rather than manned.     We headed out twice un-

der a blue sky only to run into a white out on the open water.   After two tries we decided not to 

sail and just call the boat a second home.  Which it is.

February 4-6, Gig Harbor 

Kinza Schuyler joined us for our longest and most eventful cruise to date.  Although Kinza had 

taken a couple of great sails out of Portland and Seattle, this was her first time on the new boat.   

Although I jumped out of the V-berth feeling great and was standing under Port of Olympia 

street light to flag down Kinza as she turned into Swantown before dawn,  I start to feel queasy as 

we passed Boston Harbor.  By then Kinza had learned the ropes - the jib sheets at least - and was 

catching Jack up on her recent travels abroad, so I lay down, thankful for a crew member.  

Sunny day, good wind. By the time we passed the 

Toliva Shoal Bell, we were in new territory, I was 

ready to rejoin the crew.   The Tacoma Narrows, 

through which the vast many fingered South Puget 

Sound ebbs and flows churned with erratic current.  

Even under power it was difficult to steer the course 

under the Narrows Bridge.  But soon enough we 

were at Gig Harbor,  which one enters from through 

a hidden, narrow, shallow mouth to find an extensive 

harbor with full services and a lively town.   As we 

sailed in a girl at the kiosk at the end of the Arabella 

Landing float greeted us and helped us tie up.  A 

great welcome.   

Kinza, who keeps in touch with anyone she’s ever 

met, mentioned that Steve Arnold, who founded In-

ternational Development Program at American Uni-

versity, had moved here upon retirement and was 

teaching part time at the University of Washington.   When I called him from a coffee shop, he 

said how fortuitous and pitched me a question about street children in Pakistan.  After deciding 

that my Islamabad-based colleague Pervaiz  would be the appropriate person to advise two of his 

Pakistani university fellows on a fledgling project with street children, Steve realized that I was 

right there in Gig Harbor and came right down to the boat.   Same as ever: smart, funny, idealis-

tic.  We talked about his new project to study humanitarian action. 
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The next morning we headed out long before dawn, nearly going aground as we exited the trian-

gular shaped harbor.   It was still dark when we spotted the Narrows Bridge and a vessel way be-

yond with three white lights, one atop the other.   “Thaťs a tow, isn’t it?”, said Jack remembering 

the language of navigation.   Daylight was breaking as we approached the bridge, presenting us 

with a long wooden structure strung out across the water beyond it.   “Thaťs a pier,” said Kinza, 

trusting her eyes rather than any memory of the day before when we were focused on moving 

through the waves and swells.  But experience had taught us otherwise.  We remembered the day 

we’d seen a slow moving tug on the Columbia River and had thought it was disabled, coming in 

for repairs.    Only a terrifying number of minutes later did we realize that it was towing - about 

300 yards behind - an entire forest!   The tow - and the tug towing it  -  which passed us in the 

Narrows were the largest we’ve seen.   A chain of logs encircling tethered bunches of logs five or 

six deep and not only long but wide.  Safely past the tow, we looked back and saw it was half as 

wide as the span of the bridge.  

Once out of the Narrows we switched off the purring motor and enjoyed the quiet of the morn-

ing.  The winds were very light so we put up the huge 150% high clew sail.    We passed Fox Is-

land, the prison on McNeil Island, and turned on the motor to navigate the very narrow Baluch 

Passage.  When we turned off the motor, the winds were wimpy, barely two knots and hardly able 

to move our boat.   But then, just as we were thinking about giving up and going under power 

again, the wind whooshed to attention.  Within seconds we were in a gale just as we were about 

to round what my map now calmly tells me is “Deviľs Head”.    I lay on my back clinging to the 

bow pulpit with one hand while pulling down the jib with the other and rolling onto to it to keep 

it on deck.  I got it about halfway down before the force of the wind 

made it impossible.   My gloves shredded, my fingers got a workout 

they remembered for days, I turned myself into a human tack, but 

to hold on to the reduced triangle of the jib so that Jack had enough 

stability to make it around the point.   As soon as we reached the 

familiar waters of Nisqually Reach, the wind died back down.   

          February 21,  Boston Harbor

Jack had sailed with Caitlin Rippey and 

friends in December but this day sail was 

prefaced by a performance the night before 

by her friend Jason Wembly.   This later day 

songwriter minstrel is known throughout 

the world but only gives two concerts a year 

in Seattle.   So adoring fans who knew every 

word of his songs packed the Olympia 

bookstore where Jason was introducing  An-

drew, a singer songwriter from Michigan.  

The sun drenched cruise had all seven of us 

around the table for lunch at Boston Har-

bor.  Caitlin was nervous, waiting for big 

news about her future.   The next morning 

she emailed that UW had chosen her for 
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program for medical research  that will take her though her MD and PhD.    We feel blessed to be 

cruising in the company of stars, old and young, celestial and terrestrial. 

                                                                                     March 5 and 6,  Filuchy Bay

This was the perfect sail.     Strong wind, intense sun, an early arrival at a familiar destination and 

one that is heartbreakingly beautiful.   

We just sat on the desk and visited with 

passers by.  Some shell fishermen who’d 

been surveying fields to assess readiness 

for harbor told us about their work.   

Mark, the chatty, informative, young har-

bormaster, provided the long history of 

Longbranch Improvement Club, which 

owns the tiny marina, and details his fam-

ily’s last cruise to Mexico.   And we ex-

changed greetings couple who passed in 

an inflatable dinghy on their way from 

anchor to shore to  walk their dog.  But 

mostly we spent the whole afternoon 

watching the sun go down on Mt. Ranier, 

 perfectly framed in the mouth of the cove.
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